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About us

Former jewelers knew that gems have their own soul and energy, and the art of making jewelry is to match 
the appropriate stone to personal human energy.

We are jewelry designers for over 40 years. Second generation, under the guidance of master turns raw 
ingot of gold into jewelry that inspires style and precision.

Our artistic, unique jewelry we create in the studio from scratch, starting from design, through manual 
stone grinding, their binding to the laborious polishing the final product, with great care for quality. Only 
such a process allows us to achieve the best results in the form of unique designs, sophisticated stone 
grinding, retaining their beauty and variety of shapes. Hand polishing allows us to very carefully finish 
products.

We never recreate the same product, only similar. The work of our hands, it is a work of art jewelry made 
with reverence goldsmithing techniques of the old masters, and our dream that the jewelry made by us 
would be passed down from generation to generation as family heirlooms carrying the memories of the 
people, the times and the emotions associated with the receiving or giving of gifts.

The secret of our creation lies in love for beautiful things,  we treat our work as art and give it all our heart, 
talent and passion.
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Gold-platinum sugar ball built on the shell of an ostrich egg, decorated with 4 pcs. of 
hand-painted miniatures of flower motifs (pink flowers on a white-blue background). The 
weight of the product 459,020g. Types of Metal: yellow gold and platinum. Au916, Pt999. 
Cut: round diamonds, brilliant. Number of diamonds - 5 Weight 0.45 ct total. Clarity VS. 
Color G-H. Aspect grinding Sr.-db. Finish sanding db.



Caskets made of an ostrich egg shells, decorated with diamonds framed in platinum and three arts of hand-
painted miniatures of style floral (pink and white flowers on a blue background). 
The weight of the product - 405,550g. 
Type of Metal: yellow gold and platinum. 
Au916, Pt999. 

Cut: round diamonds, brilliant. Number of diamonds - total weight 4. 0.42 ct. Clarity VS. Color G-H. Aspect 
grinding Sr.-db. Finish sanding db.



Sugar- Bowl

Built on a nautilus shell, gold sugar-bowl with a spoon, decorated 

with diamonds framed in platinum and freshwater pearls breeding. 

Product weight - 568,510g. Type of Metal: yellow gold and platinum. 

Au916, Pt999. 

Cut: round diamonds, brilliant. Number of diamonds - 27 total 

weight of 1.02 ct. Clarity VS. Color G-H. Aspect grinding Sr.-db. Finish 

sanding db. 220 freshwater pearls with a diameter of 3.7-4.7 mm.v

Cup

Built on a snail shell nautilus pompilius golden cup, decorated with 
diamonds framed in platinum and freshwater pearls breeding .
The weight of the product - 475,940g. Type of Metal: yellow gold and 
platinum. 
Au916, Pt999. 
Cut: round diamonds, brilliant. Number of diamonds - 27 total weight 
1.03 ct. Clarity VS. Color G-H. Aspect grinding Sr.-db. Finish sanding 
db. 220 freshwater pearls with a diameter of 3.7-4.7 mm.



Study room lamp with a shade of 
amber stained glass



Gilded silver chalice with a nautilus 
shell with cubic zirconia, pearls and 
turquoises



Silver sugar-bowl, gilded with 
ostrich egg shell with elements of 
shell  haliotis



Purses made of heliotis shell



Set of silver sugar bowl, napkin holder, 
jug on the basis of a coconut with 
natural turquoise

Jug with silver trim with polished 
coconut shell with natural turquoise



In the church of St. Gotard in Kalisz we worked on the dress of the Virgin 
Mary on the picture placed on the  altar.



Amber jewellery



Amber collection



Silver and gems



Men’s collection



Monumental Lighting – Tower lights
Materials used:

Construction: gold-plated copper,

Fill: stained glass and inlaid with amber and precious stones



The project of the wall lighting panel and tower lights

Fill: Stained glass and inlaid with amber and precious stones.
Attaching to a wall decorated with inlaid rosettes eg .: amber

Tower Lights ‘Rambler Rose’



• Jewelry is a pleasure not only for its owners, but also for those who produce it.

• Our products, are individual, hand-crafted items, so we can guarantee that what you choose from
our portfolio will be very similar to the subject of the picture, but never identical.

• No machine will perform with such unique jewelry designs. Such things can only be done by hand,
focusing on every detail.

• Also we can make everything that you propose to us by your own design.

• Do you dream of something unique ? Talk to us. We will design it for you.

• Each item made by us, is equipped with its own certificate with all the details. Items particularly
valuable, with precious stones, have additional certifications of Polish Gemological Society.
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